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ABSTRACT
Objective: To determine the relationship of the presence and amount of vasogenic edema with origin, type, and grade of
primary cancer.
Study Design: Cross-sectional study.
Place and Duration of Study: Dr. Abdurrahman Yurtaslan Ankara Oncology Training and Research Hospital, Radiology
Clinic, Ankara, Turkey, from July 2017 to October 2021.
Methodology: Brain MRI scans of 292 patients were retrospectively evaluated. Age, gender, origin, type, and grade of
primary cancer were determined. Metastasis type, and presence of vasogenic edema accompanying metastatic lesion were
questioned. In cases of vasogenic edema accompanying metastatic lesions, the largest diameter of the vasogenic edema
mass complex was measured in T2 sequences. In the contrast-enhanced series, the largest diameter of the metastatic lesion
was measured, and the edema-mass ratio (EMR) was calculated by proportioning the diameter of the edema mass complex
to the diameter of the mass.
Results: The frequency of vasogenic edema was found higher in patients with lung cancer compared to other primaries. The
EMR was found statistically signiﬁcantly higher in patients with primary lung cancer (p=0.001). This was particularly evident
in the adenocarcinoma group. In the patient group with primary breast cancer, EMR was found signiﬁcantly lower in patients
with invasive ductal carcinoma. (IDC→1.95±0.66 vs. Other→2.48±0.52, Z=-2.301, p=0.021).
Conclusion: The amount and presence of vasogenic edema in patients with brain metastases may diﬀer according to the
origin and type of primary tumour.
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INTRODUCTION
Despite advanced diagnosis in imaging and treatment
methods, brain metastases are still the most important cause
of mortality and morbidity in approximately 20% of adult
cancer patients. They are the most common malignant
tumour of the central nervous system with a rate of 20-40%.
The frequency of brain metastases has been increasing over
the years due to the improved survival in cancer patients and
advances in diagnostic tools such as magnetic resonance
1
imaging (MRI).
First applied clinically in the 1980s, MRI has replaced computerized tomography (CT) as the gold standard imaging method in
the diagnosis of brain metastasis and the follow-up of response
to the treatment.2
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Although the most common involvement is in the parenchymal
area, non-parenchymal structures such as the calvarial area,
diploe distance, meninges, choroid plexus or pituitary gland can
also be involved, and MRI is the gold standard for imaging these
areas.3
Most brain metastases are associated with peritumoural vasogenic edema which increases intracranial pressure and causes
neurological deﬁcits. Although the pathogenesis of vasogenic
edema remains unclear in general, it is considered to be due to
the microvascular proliferation around the tumour and ﬂuid
transfer from the intravascular space to the interstitium.4
Although there are publications in the literature investigating
the relationship between vasogenic edema and survival, there
are not enough studies evaluating the relationship between
vasogenic edema and primary cancer origin and type. The
Edema-mass ratio (EMR) is calculated by proportioning the
largest diameter of the vasogenic edema-mass complex to the
largest diameter of the metastatic mass in the MRI examinations at the time of the ﬁrst diagnosis in patients followed up in
the clinic with the diagnosis of brain metastasis. The study
aimed to determine the relationship between vasogenic edema
and EMR with origin, type, and grade of primary cancer and
demographic characteristics of the patient.
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METHODOLOGY
Local Ethics Committee approval was obtained (2021-11/5).
Consent was obtained from all the patients before contrast-enhanced MRI imaging. The clinical information ﬁles and
contrast-enhanced brain MRI examinations of 480 patients
who were followed up with brain metastases at Radiology
Clinic, Dr. Abdurrahman Yurtaslan Ankara Oncology Training
and Research Hospital, between July 2017 - Oct 2021, were
retrospectively evaluated. Of these patients, those who had no
brain MRI before surgery or radiation therapy, whose clinical
information could not be obtained, who had no primary focus of
cancer, who had been diagnosed with neurodegenerative
disease, and who had received corticosteroid therapy for any
reason, were excluded from the study.
Apart from the excluded patients, 292 patients were evaluated. Age, gender, origin, type, and grade of primary cancer
were evaluated. Contrast-enhanced brain MRI examinations
of 292 patients before surgery, chemotheraphy, or radiotherapy were evaluated retrospectively. Type of metastasis
(heterogeneous enhancing mass, focally enhancing focus,
peripheral enhancement, hemorrhagic metastasis, and leptomeningeal involvement) (Figure 1) and presence of vasogenic
edema accompanying metastatic lesion were questioned.

made from the largest lesion. Measurements were evaluated
and agreed upon by the 2 radiologists with more than 15 years
of MRI experience.

Figure 2: Edema-mass ratio of the largest size of vasogenic edema-mass
complex to the largest size of metastasis.

While evaluating the ﬁndings of the study, SPSS (Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences) version 25.0 (IBM Corp.,
Armonk, NY, USA) program was used for statistical analyses.
Descriptive statistics methods (number, percentage, median,
IQR, etc.) were used to evaluate the study data. Whether the
data showed normal distribution or not was evaluated with the
Kolmogorov Smirnov test. In the analysis, age was found to be
normally distributed, but the edema-mass ratio was not
normally distributed. Quantitative comparisons between the
groups were made by using the Mann-Whitney U-test and the
Kruskal-Wallis H-test. Bonferroni correction was used to determine from which group the diﬀerence originated in more than
two-group comparisons. In qualitative comparisons between
groups, chi-square tests (Pearson Chi-square Test, Continuity
Correction Test, and Fisher's Exact Test) were used. The
results were evaluated within a 95% conﬁdence interval, and
signiﬁcance was evaluated at p<0.05 level.

RESULTS
The mean age of 292 patients with brain metastasis during
follow-up after the primary diagnosis included in the study
was 59.80±11.47 years, 45.9% (n=134) of the patients were
females and 54.1% (n=158) of the patients were males.

Figure 1: Types of metastases in MRI examination. (A): Hemorrhagic (B):
Peripherally enhanced mass, (C): Heterogeneously enhanced mass, (D):
Focally enhancing focus, (E): Leptomeningeal involvement.

In the cases with vasogenic edema accompanying metastatic
lesions, the largest diameter of the vasogenic edema-mass
complex was measured in T2 sequences. In the contrast-enhanced series, the largest diameter of the metastatic lesion
was measured, and the edema-mass ratio (EMR) was calculated by proportioning the largest diameter of the edema mass
complex to the largest diameter of the mass (Figure 2). In
patients with multiple metastatic lesions, the largest lesion
was evaluated, and measurement and characterisation were

Of the patients with brain metastasis, 29.5% (n=86) had a
primary tumour of the breast, 50% (n=146) of the lung, 3.1%
(n=9) of the head and neck, and 4.8% (n=14) of the digestive
system. It was determined that 7.2% (n=21) were urogenital,
3.8% (n=11) were skin (malignant melanoma), and 1.7%
(n=5) were from other localisations.
One-hundred and ninety-one (65.4%) patients had vasogenic
edema with metastases. In patients with edema, the mean
diameter of metastasis was 22.30±12.81 mm, the mean diameter of edema mass complex was 45.74±23.11 mm, and the
mean edema- mass ratio was 1.80±0.85.
Of the 79 patients with known grade classiﬁcation of primary
cancer, 40.5% were low/intermediate grade cancer and
59.5% were high.
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Table I: Patient characteristics (n=292).
Characteristics
Age
Age group
Gender
Origin of primary tumour

Presence of vasogenic edema
Edema-mass Ratio (EMR)
Type of metastasis

Grade (n=79)
Histological type-breast
Histological type-lung

Category
All
≤60
>60
Female
Male
Breast
Lung
Head and neck
Digestive system
Urogenital system
Skin(malignant melanoma)
Other
Yes
No
All
Leptomeningeal involvement
Hemorrhagic
Focally enhancing focus
Heterogeneous enhancing mass

n (%)
292 (100)
149 (51)
143 (49)
134 (45.9)
158 (54.1)
86 (29.5)
146 (50)
9 (3.1)
14 (4.8)
21 (7.2)
11 (3.8)
5 (1.7)
191 (65.4)
101 (34.6)
292 (100)
30 (10.3)
22 (7.5)
34 (11.6)
107 (36.6)

Peripheral enhancement

99 (33.9)

Low/medium
High
Invasive ductal carcinoma
Other
Adenocarcinoma
Squamous cell carcinoma
Small cell carcinoma
Other

32 (40.5)
47 (59.5)
73 (84.9)
13 (15.1)
88 (60.3)
25 (17.1)
26 (17.8)
7 (4.8)

Mean (SD)
59.80 (11.47)

Median (IQR)

1.80 (0.85)

1.59 (1-2.3)

SD: Standard deviation, IQR: Interquartile range.
Table II: The frequency of vasogenic edema and edema-mass ratio by primary cancer origin and type.
Frequency of
vasogenic
edema
n

Origin of primary tumour
Breast1
Lung2
3
Head and neck
4
Digestive system
Urogenital system5
6
Skin (malign melanoma)
Other7
Type of breast cancer
Invasive ductal carcinoma
Other
Type of lung cancer
1
Adenocarcinoma
2
Squamous cell carcinoma
3
Small cell carcinoma
Other4

86
146
9
14
21
11
5

Edema-mass ratio

n(%)

χ2

42(48.8)
102(69.9)
8(88.9)
10(71.4)
16(76.2)
8(72.7)
5(100)

18.120a

p-value

Mean(SD)

Median(IQR)

<0.001*

1.50(0.69)
1.91(0.89)
2.36(1.11)
1.79(0.69)
2.12(1.01)
1.56(0.49)
2.04(0.57)

1(1-1.8)
1.7(1-2.4)
2.1(1.5-3.4)
1.6(1-2.6)
2(1.2-2.5)
1.5(1-1.9)
1.9(1.5-2.6)

p-value

0.002b**
dif=1<2

0.526
73
13

36(49.3)
6(46.2)

0.000

b

1.000

1.47(0.66)
1.68(0.84)

b

1(1-1.8)
1(1-2.5)
b

88
25
26
7

69(78.4)
20(80)
10(38.5)
3(42.9)

18.874

a

<0.001*

2.09(0.94)
1.95(0.76)
1.40(0.62)
1.35(0.64)

2(1.3-2.7)
1.8(1.4-2.5)
1(1-1.6)
1(1-1.6)

0.001 **
dif=3<1,2

*=p<0.05, χ2=Chi-square tests (a=Pearson Chi-square, b=Continuity correction); **=p<0.05, a=Mann-whitney U-test, b=Kruskal wallis-H Test; IQR: Interquartile range.

The histologic tumour type in the majority of patients
diagnosed with primary breast cancer was invasive ductal
carcinoma. The tumour type in 60.3% (n=88) of the patients
with primary lung cancer was determined to be
adenocarcinoma, 17.1% (n=25) of them were squamous cell
carcinoma, 17.8% (n=25) were small cell carcinoma and
4.8% (n=7) of them were other tumour types. The
characteristics of the patients are summarised in Table I.
The frequency of vasogenic edema in patients according to
1022

the origin of primary cancer was statistically and
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent. The lowest edema rate was 48.8%
(p=0.006) in the patient group diagnosed with primary
breast cancer. The frequency of vasogenic edema by
primary cancer origin and type is presented in Table II.
The frequency of vasogenic edema in the patients over 60
years of age with brain metastases was statistically and
signiﬁcantly higher than in patients aged 60 years and
younger (72% vs 59.1%, p=0.020). In the univariate
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modeling, the factors associated with the incidence of
vasogenic edema were determined to be primary tumour
region and age (p<0.05).
In 79 patients whose primary cancer grade information was
available, the incidence of vasogenic edema was 32% in low /
medium grade cancers and 47% in high-grade cancers. No
signiﬁcant diﬀerence was found in the incidence of vasogenic
edema between low-intermediate grade and high-grade
cancers (p=0.179).
EMR had a statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence according to the
primary tumour site (p=0.002). In the subgroup analyses, this
diﬀerence was most signiﬁcant between the primary breast
cancer patient group and the primary lung cancer patient
group (Table II). The mean EMR according to the tumour
histological type in the patient group with primary lung
cancer diﬀered statistically and signiﬁcantly (p=0.001). In
subgroup analyses, this diﬀerence was found signiﬁcantly
higher in adenocarcinoma type. In the patient group with
primary breast cancer, EMR was found to be statistically and
signiﬁcantly lower in patients with invasive ductal carcinoma.
(IDC→1.95±0.66 vs. Other→2.48±0.52, p=0.021). No
statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence was found in EMR
measurement between low-intermediate grade cancers and
high-grade cancers in 79 patients whose primary cancer
grade information was accessed (p=0.45).

DISCUSSION
Metastases are the most common brain tumours in
adulthood.5,6 30-40% of the cancer patients develop brain
metastases at some point during the course of their
7,8
disease. Metastases to the brain are a well-established but
9
incompletely understood process.
Patients can be diagnosed with brain metastases on
screening after the diagnosis of primary cancer. However, in
some cases, brain metastases may be the ﬁrst ﬁnding.
Despite improvements in advanced imaging techniques over
the past decades, conventional structural magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) remains the standard of care
imaging method for neurooncologic practice.10,11 The primary
roles of structural MRI in the initial brain tumour evaluation
include determining the lesion location, involvement, and
mass eﬀect upon the brain.12,13
The primary tumours that most frequently metastasise to
the brain are lung (≥50%), breast (15-25%), melanoma
(5-20%), and less frequently testicular, kidney, colonrectum, and thyroid cancers in order of frequency. 1 4
However, generally any cancer subtype can metastasise to
the brain. Similar to the literature, in this study, the most
frequently deﬁned primary tumour was lung cancer.

The location of the primary cancer is unknown in 15% of the
cases. Brain metastases usually develop in the advanced
stages of the disease, and less often they may be the ﬁrst
clinical manifestation of cancer or may be diagnosed
simultaneously with the primary tumour.15
The most common sites of metastasis within the brain are
the cerebral hemispheres (80%), the cerebellum (15%), and
the basal nuclei (5-10%).16
There are some studies investigating the relationship
between primary cancer origin and brain metastasis
location. Mampre et al. found in their study of 388 patients
and 669 lesions that malignant melanoma metastases were
observed more frequently in the lateral and medial
lenticulostriate artery irrigation areas and less frequently in
the cerebellar region.17
Most metastases are associated with vasogenic edema
which increases intracranial pressure and causes
neurological deﬁcits.18 Although the pathogenesis of
vasogenic edema is not exactly known, it is thought to result
from an increase in microvessels and ﬂuid transport from
the intravascular space.4
Vasogenic edema around metastasis is observed as
hyperintense in the T2-weighted series and hypointense in
the T1-weighted series. Edema is usually limited to white
matter, and cortical areas are usually spared. The presence
of involvement in cortical areas should suggest other
pathologies such as vasogenic edema due to primary brain
tumours.1

In addition, some studies aimed to diﬀerentiate primary
brain tumour and metastasis according to the diﬀusion
characteristics of edema. It was found that no diﬀerence was
observed for any of the diﬀusion parameters in peritumoural
edema.19
Some studies in the literature aim to diﬀerentiate primary
brain tumours from the brain metastasis according to the
vasogenic edema. In a study by Meyer et al. conducted with
23 patients (9 metastases, 8 low-grade gliomas, and 6 GBM),
they found that mean T1 p-values were signiﬁcantly elevated
in the vasogenic edema surrounding intracranial metastases
when compared to the inﬁltrative edema associated with
either LGG or GBM, and no signiﬁcant diﬀerence was found
between low-grade gliomas and glioblastomas.20
There is no study in the English literature that aimed to
predict the relation between origin, type, grade of primary
cancer, and amount of vasogenic edema.
In studies on edema in the literature, the size of edema is
measured independently of the size of the lesion. EMR, which
was evaluated in this study, provides a new measurement in
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this area by proportioning the edema size to the lesion size.
In addition, EMR is a measurement method that is repeatable
and that can be done easily by any radiologist with any
device, does not require equipment or technological support,
and can be done in a short time.
The rate of accompanying vasogenic edema was higher in
patients over 60 years of age and tumours originating from
the lung. EMR values were higher in lung cancer, especially in
adenocarcinoma. In patients with primary breast cancer, the
rates of EMR were lower than in metastases originating from
lung. In the group of patients diagnosed with breast cancer,
the rate of EMR was signiﬁcantly lower in patients with
invasive ductal carcinoma. These signiﬁcant results are likely
related to tumour behavior and cellularity. However, these
ﬁndings need to be supported by further studies.
Retrospective data collection is the main limitation of this
study.
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